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The hypothesis of asymptotic scale invariance of strong interactions is applied to an analysis of the 
radiative corrections to hadronic amplitudes. It is shown that these corrections contain logarithmic 
divergences, which are analogous to those occuring in quantum electrodynamics. A method of sum
mation of the leading logarithmic terms of the radiative corrections to strong interactions is pro
posed. It is shown that in the logarithmic approximation of the polarization operator all corrections 
cancel in all orders of perturbation theory. As a result we succeed in expressing the physical charge 
of the electron in terms of its unrenormalized charge, the cutoff radius and the cross section for 
e+e- -annihilation into hadrons. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE possibility of virtual pair production of charged 
particles is responsible for the fact that the vacuum 
behaves like a medium with finite polarizability. Owing 
to this effect the physical charge of the electron differs 
from the unrenormalized (bare) charge which enters 
into the interaction Lagrangian. Landau, Abrikosov, 
and Khalatnikov [1] have obtained a formula relating 
these two charges 

/( 2e' A) 
e'=e.' 1+" 3; In-;;. (1.1 ) 

Here lJ is the number of charged particles participating 
in the vacuum polarization process and A is the maxi
mal momentum up to which the theory remains valid. 

In the derivation of (1.1) it was assumed that, owing 
to the decrease of their form factors, the hadrons do 
not contribute to (1.1). This assumption is not obvious, 
and its validity depends on the picture of small-dis
tance strong interactions. During the past few years 
the hypothesis was formulated that at small distances 
the strong interactions are scale-invariant, and that 
various operators exhibit anomalous dimensions. [2] 

The adoption of this hypothesis allows one to find the 
contribution of strong interactions to vacuum polariza
tion, and this is the object of the present paper. 

In Sec. 2 it is proved that under natural assumptions 
the electromagnetic corrections to the strong interac
tions contain logarithmic divergences and that pertur
bation theory leads to an expansion with respect to the 
parameter e~ In (Aim), in complete analogy with the case 
of complete absence of strong interactions. 

In Secs. 3-5 we propose a method of summing the 
leading logarithmic terms, I.e., terms of the form 
[e~ In (A/m)]n on the background of the strong interac
tions. In Sec. 6 the method is applied to the photon 
Green's function; it turns out that an equation of the 
type (1.1) remains valid also in the presence of strong 
interactions, however the interpretation of the number 
lJ changes: II is related to the vacuum polarization op
erator without taking the electromagnetic corrections 
into account (which happen to cancel in this case), and 
therefore can be expressed in terms of the cross sec
tion for annihilation of e + e - -pairs into hadrons. 

12 

The methods of summation of logarithmic perturba
tions on the background of strong interactions, devel
oped in this paper, may be useful in some problems of 
solid state physics (e.g., for taking into account long
range interactions at a phase transition point of the 
second kind). 

2. THE DIVERGENCE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC 
CORRECTIONS TO THE STRONG INTERACTIONS. 
THE PRODUCT OF TWO CURRENTS AT THE 
SAME POINT 

We consider as an example the first nonvanishing 
electromagnetic correction oG to the Green's function 
G of some neutral field cp: 

e' d'x d'x 
6G=-!-J I 2 {<Tcp(O)cp(R)"(XI)"(X,» (2.1) 

2 (Xl - X,)' 
- <Tcp (0) cp (R» <T" (Xl)" (X,) >}. 

Here h is the electromagnetic current operator; we 
have adopted the Feynman gauge for the photon propa
gator: 

(2.1') 

All operators are in the Heisenberg picture with re
spect to the strong interaction. The expectation value 
is taken with respect to the exact vacuum of the strong 
interactions; the metric is considered Euclidean (which 
is achieved by means of a Wick rotation). Divergences 
can appear in (2.1) when any two of the points 0, Xu x2, 

R coincide, since operator products exhibit singulari
ties as the points at which they are "defined" approach 
one another. We start with the case Xl - x2• For the 
analysis of the singularity we make use of the rule of 
"confluence" (behavior for Xl - x2), [2,3] which for the 
case under discussion has the form: 

where On is an operator of dimension An; it is taken 
into account that the current operator has canonical 
dimension 3. [2] The first term in (2.2) cancels in (2.1). 
The remaining terms give a contribution, and this con
tribution will diverge (I.e., the integral over X 12 di
verges) if An ~ 4. 
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We consider the possible operators which have this 
property. To these belongs, first of all, the energy
momentum tensor operator 61J./J' which has dimension 4. 
Only its trace 6x.x. can contribute in (2.1), since the in
tegration in X12 contains an averaging over the angles. 
At the same time, as was shown in [4J, the Lorentz-irre
ducible tensor 

has dimension 4, whereas 6x.x. has dimension smaller 
than 4. Therefore 6x.x. gives a quite singular contribu
tion to (2.1). However, as we shall show, this contribu
tion is indistinguishable from the contribution of the 
strong interactions, and reduces to a trivial renormal
ization of the latter. Indeed, the strong interaction 
Lagrangian can be written in the form [~,6J 

(2.3) 

where Lo is the Lagrangian giving exact scale invari
ance and having SU(3)XSU(3) symmetry. 

The operator w(x) which is an SU(3)XSU(3) singlet 
and having dimension smaller than 4 leads to spontane
ous breakdown of SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry and creates 
the baryon masses. The operators un also have dimen
sion smaller than 4, create the meson masses, and vio
late SU(3) symmetry. According to [~J it is convenient 
to consider that these operators belong to the represen
tation (3,3*)+(3*,3) of SU(3)xSU(3), I.e., behave like 
quark mass terms. The trace of the energy-momentum 
tensor can be expressed linearly in terms of the oper
ators (w, un). [6J 

We now consider the Lagrangian of the electromag
netic interactions, which can be written in the form 

(2.4) 

It is clear from (2.4) that the contribution of the oper
ator w to (2.2) is 

LEM = const·eo'A'-·nw(x) + ... , (2.5) 

where the integral with respect to y was cut off from 
below at a distance A -1. Equation (2.5) shows that this 
part of the electromagnetic interaction is equivalent to 
a renormalization of the constant x.. 

Further, there exists a set of operators of dimension 
less than 4, transforming according to the representa
tion (3,3*) + (3*,3). Some of these operators might ap
pear in the right-hand side of (2.2). This can happen, 
however, only if the violation of SU(3)XSU(3) is taken 
into account, since the currents Jx. transform accord
ing to the representation (8, 1) + (1, 8), and the tensor 
square of this representation does not contain (3,3*) 
+ (3*, 3). Under these conditions the coefficient in front 
of the operator u3(x), corresponding to isospin one in 
(2.2), is proportional to x;~ as was shown in [2J. Conse
quently, to the strong interaction Lagrangian is added 
a term of the form 

const·eo'!u,(x) In(AI m), (2.6) 

where, according to [2\ f is the constant measuring the 
violation of SU(2) x SU(2) symmetry. 

The term (2.6) contains the logarithmic divergence 
in which we are interested, however it is unimportant 
in the problem of vacuum polarization, since in this case 

the role of cp is played by the current operators, and in 
addition the distances R « m-\ where m is a hadronic 
mass. In this region the contribution of (2.6) to (2.1) 
tends to zero owing to SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry. Summing 
up, one may say that the "confluences" (products at the 
same point) of two electromagnetic currents do not give 
a singular contribution to vacuum polarization. This re
sult was obtained under the assumption that the onlyop
erators with dimension smaller or equal to 4 are the 
operators which violate the SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry and 
create the hadron masses. These operators transform 
according to the representations (3,3*)+(3*,3) and (1,1). 
This hypothesis is the simplest among the possible ones, 
and is to some extent generally accepted. [5,6J Giving up 
this hypothesis would complicate the following argu
ments, but our methods would still be useful in that 
case. 

3. THREEFOLD OPERATOR PRODUCTS AT THE 
THE SAME POINT 

Thus, the region X12 « R did not give a singular con
tribution to (2.1). The same can be said about the region 
Xl « R, X2 - R. In this case one may neglect the Xl-de
pendence of the photon propagator and the answer will 
contain the matrix element of the operator fh(Xl)d~l' 
In the language of momentum space this corresponds to 
the emission of a photon with q = 0 and, consequently, 
the corresponding quantity vanishes due to gauge invar
iance. 

The only region giving a logarithmic contribution is 
the region of threefold "confluence": 

A-'~x,-x,~R, A-'~IH-x,1 ~ IR-X21~R. (3.1) 

As will be seen from the sequel, for our purposes it is 
sufficient to consider a field cp of lowest dimension. In 
this case one can write 

!,(x,)J.(x,)cp(O) = F(x" x,)cp(O) + less singular terms. (3.2) 

Substituting (3.2) into (2.1) we find 

's d'x,d'x, 6G (R) = eo , [F (X., x,) - ll" (XI2) 1 G (R), 
:1:j.~<R Xu 

(3.3) 

By virtue of scale invariance F is a homogeneous func
tion of degree - 6. This implies that the integral (3.3) 
diverges logarithmically in the region (3.1). Conse
quently 

6G (R) 0= eo'! In (AR) G (R), 

where f is defined by 

(3.4) 

The qualitative reason for the appearance of logarithmic 
corrections is the fact that the dynamical dimension of 
the coupling constant eo, which is determined by the di
mensionless character of the action eof J IJ.AfJ. d~, equals 
zero, since the current J and the field A have normal 
dimension. The occurence of logarithmic corrections 
related to the dimensionless character of the coupling 
constant, has been noted in another problem in [7J. 
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4. SUMMATION OF THE LEADING LOGARITHMS 

In the presence of the electromagnetic interaction 
the exact Green's function of the field qJ can be written 
in the form 

G(R) = (Tq>(O)<p(R)e'. ) f (Tts), (4.1) 

where 

ts = exd - eo S u(x)dx}, u(x) = h(x)A,(x), 

The results of the preceding section signify that the 
logarithms appear in an expansion in powers of eo owing 
to the regions of integration where the perturbation op
erators u are situated near the points 0 or R. One of 
the sources of logarithmic divergence is Eq. (3.5), which 
can be rewritten in the form 

~ d'Xld'x~ {u (Xl) u (X.) - (u (Xl) u (X.»} rp (0) 
1\-1<t:\'1, 2~R 

=0 (UUrp)R = f In (AR) rp (0). (4.2) 

Before treating the general case, we consider the ap
pearance of logarithms in the order e~. We have 

e's b('''G=~ dx" .. dx,(Trp(O)u(x,) ... u(x,)rp(R)" (4.3) 
41 

where the subscript c denotes that only connected dia
grams are retained in the T-product, which is achieved 
as usual by means of the denominator in (4.1). It is 
necessary to separate in (4.3) the regions of integration 
which contribute to In2 (AR). The first possible configu
ration is 

(4.4) 

where the crosses denote the points 0 and R and the 
points denote the points xi. We encircle the points of 
application of the operators which are then "confluent" 
into one operator according to Eq. (4.2). The contribu
tion of the configuration (4.4) is te~f2In2(AR). The 
factor t is of purely combinatorial origin, and is re
lated to the possibility of picking the two pOints which 
are close to the point 0: 

1 1 41 
4 =41 2121· 

In addition to (4.4) there are contributions from other 
configurations where three operators u are close to one 
another. We consider the rule of "confluence" valid in 
this case 

u(X,)u(x,)u(O) ~ {(Tu(x,)u(x,» + (Tu(x,)u(O» (4.5) 
+ (Tu(x,)u(O»}u(O) + H(x" x,)u(O) +." 

The first term in (4.5) corresponds to the disconnected 
diagrams and does not contribute to the correction (one 
can show that it cancels exactly with analogous terms 
of the expansion of the denominator in (4.1». The func
tion H is a homogeneous function of the three arguments 
xl! x2, X 12 of degree - 6. Its properties will be discussed 
below. Let us show that the terms omitted from (4.5) 
are less singular, i.e., contain operators of dimension 
smaller than 4. For this we note that since u(x) = hA;\, 

where A;\ is the free photon field, the following equality 
holds 

A.(x,)A,(x,)A.(O) ~ XI2-'(\.A.(O) + x,-'/) •• A, (0) + x,-'lhaA.(O) + ... 
(4.6) 

It follows from (4.6) that the right-hand side of (4.5) 
must contain the operator AiJ. which is multiplied by a 
vectorial hadronic operator. We now make the assump
tion the vectorial operator of minimal dimension is the 
electric current. This leads to Eq. (4.5). Integrating 
the connected part of (4.5) over the region A -1 « Xl ~ x2 
« x we obtain: 

(uuu)% = gIn(A/xi)u, (4.7) 

where we have used a notation analogous to (4.2), and 

g In (Ax) = ~ H (Xl> x2) d'x1d'x •. 
Ii. -t¢,xl.Z< R 

Making use of (4.7) we find other configurations yielding 
corrections 

ex E)) x } 

(4.8) 
J( C~ 0 x) 

The contribution from the first of these configurations 
is 

x U (X2 +Yl) u (x. + Y.) 'p(R» = el ~ dlx1d'x. (rp(O) u (Xl) u (x2» 

X ~ d'y1dly.H (y., Y.) = t ~ d'xld'x.F (X., X.) ~ d'y1d'y. H (y., Y2) 

, In (RA) 

X(rp(O)rp(R»=eJ fg ~ In(Ax)dln(Ax)={gZ, (4.9) 
o 

. where l = e~ In (AR). The coefficient 1/6 = 4/4! comes 
from the four ways of selecting the point closest to 0 
and its operator. The second configuration also yields 
a contribution (4.9). 

Finally, the last possible configurations are ° ____ °_0 

_) x , 

(0 ~) (4.10) 
x 

The contribution of the first is 

el _ ~ (fp(O)u(xl) ... u(:x.)rp(R»IIdXi 
A l~xl,2<tx3.4<tR 

= el ~ d'x.d'x,F (X., X.) ~ d'xld'x2F (X., x2) (rp (0) rp (R» = Ifsf2l2G (R). 

any other configuration does not yield a contribution 
proportional to In2 (AR), since for two logarithmic in
tegrations it is necessary to have two pairs of relative 
distances of different order, and we have neglected all 
possible versions of such configurations. 

5. SUMMATION OF THE LEADING LOGARITHMS 

We now go over to a summation of all the leading 
logarithmic terms. We note, first of all, that the pre-
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ceding considerations show that the "confluences" of 
operators occur separately in the points 0 and R. 
Therefore one can write 

G(R) = Z(I)(rp(O)rp(R», Z(l) = T'(l}, (5.1) 

where T is the contribution of "confluences" of opera
tors near the point O. The quantity T is the result of the 
"dressing" of the operator cp (0), and Eq. (5.1) signifies 
the independence of the dressing of cp(O) and cp(R) in the 
logarithmic approximation. We shall represent T by 
means of the diagram 

(5.2) 

The first terms of the expansion of T has the graphic 
representation 

~ = x + ~ + C<-=(E!=.")_" _j 
+ C,,-x ___ <!:!:!_" _"» + 0 (e:> 

+ 
(5.3) 

Owing to the formulas 

(uuu). = (gln(Ax})u, (uucp). = (fln(Ax}}cp, (5.4) 

the series (5.3) can be summed in the following form: 

@}= x + C® @ ~ (5.3') 

where we have introduced a notation for the "dressed" 
operator u: 

(5.5) 

In analytic form (5.3') has the following form: 

T(l)= 1 +-f j dl,r'(I,)T(I,). (5.6) 
o 

The second equation for r has the form 

~= + C® @ (5.7) 

and the analytiC form 
I 

r(l) = 1 +.L. S dl,r'(l,}. 
6 0 (5.8) 

In order to verify Eqs. (5.6) and (5.8) they can be ex
panded in series in powers of l, thus convincing oneself 
that all possible configurations are exhausted. Indeed, 
if in the diagrams of the type (5.3) for T(l) and r(l) one 
separates the pair of largest relative distances, the re
maining operators can be "made confluent" in all pos
sible manners, leaving them at distances much smaller 
than the separated ones. This yields respectively the 
contributions r2(ll) T(ll) and r S(ll)' where II is the loga
rithm of the separated distance. The coefficients i- and 
-t in (5.6) and (5.8) are of combinatorial origin, as dis
cussed above, and related to the fact that there are two 
identical objects in (5.6) and three identical objects in 
(5.7). 

The solution of Eqs. (5.6) and (5.8) have the form 

r(l) = (1- '/,gl)-Y', T(l) = (1- '/,gl)-'II", 

Z(l) = (1 - '/,gl}_''''. 
(5.9) 

In this equation the constant g characterizes the inter
action operator u, and f characterizes the properties of 

the field operator cp. Equations analogous to (5.9) have 
been obtained in electrodynamics in the absence of 
strong interactions, [1] when it was possible to compute 
the constants f and g. The inclusion of the strong inter
actions converts f and g into phenomenological param
eters. In the following section we return to the problem 
of vacuum polarization and show how the appropriate 
constants can be extracted from experiment. 

6. THE PHOTON GREEN'S FUNCTION 

The physical charge is determined by the form of the 
photon Green's function: 

D,. = (TA.(x)A,(x'}). 

The photon field has dimension 1, which according to 
the Lehmann condition is the minimal dimension possi
ble. Therefore one can select A as the field cp of the 
preceding sections, and Eqs. (5.~) will be valid for the 
photon propagator. However, in this case there is an 
additional relation between f and g, following from gauge 
invariance. In order to establish this relation it suffices, 
according to Eq. (5.9) to consider the first two correc
tions to DIlV , corrections which are determined by the 
constants f and g. 

The first nonvanishing correction to DIlV is given by 
the diagram 

--~-.- (6.1) 

where the shaded block denotes the vacuum polarization 
related to the strong interactions. Taking this correc
Hon into account the photon Green's function will have 
the following momentum-space expression 

D., = oS.,q-'(l- al + ... ), (6.2) 

where, as will be shown in the next section, the constant 
a is related to the cross section for the annihilation of 
an e+e- -pair into hadrons. Comparing (6.2) and (5.9) we 
get that 

i=-a. (6.3) 

For the determination of the constant a it is necessary 
to compute the following correction to D IlV ' We write it 
in the form 

bD.,(R) = SD~O)(x)9'l,"(x-Y)Do~)(R-y)d'xd'Y, (6.4) 

where 
eo'" d~Xt d"xz 

9'l.~(z) = -2 S ,{(J.(0)J.(XI)J'(X2)J~(Z» 
x" 

e' d'x d'x 
-<l.(O)J.(z»(J.(x,)J.(x,»} =~ f I, 2{(J.(0)h(XI)J.(X2)J~(Z» 

2 XI2 

-<I. (O)J, (x,) )(J,(X2)J~ (z) )-<1. (0) h (x,) )<1, (x,)J~ (z»-

S d'x d'x 
·-(J.(0)J~(z»(h(XI)h(X2»}+ eo' " 2 <I.(0)J.(XI»(J'(X2)J~(Z». 

X 12 

(6.5) 
The first term in (6.5) is the connected part of the cor
relation function of four currents, the second term cor
responds to the diagram 

---~-----~--- (6.6) 

Gauge invariance leads to the fact that the first term in 
(6.5) does not contribute to the correction. For the 
proof of this we consider the "confluence" rule 
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J,(x,)J,(x,)J~(R) =C,,(x,-R, x,-R)J,(R). (6.7) 

The current conservation condition ilJj3(R)/ilRj3 = 0 yields 
the relation 

(6.8) 

Going over to momentum space according to the equa
tion 

the condition (6.8) takes the form 

q,C~'I(k, q) = o. 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

If the li'!pit for q = 0 exists (as will be shown below), 
Le., if Cj3y(k, 0) is finite, then owing to (6.10) 

C,,(k, 0) = o. (6.11 ) 

The logarithmic part of the correction due to the 
first term of (6.5) has, according to (6.7), the form 

S d'x, d'x, d'k 
~~2-C~,(X"x,) = S-k-C~,(k,O) = O. 

XU .2. 
(6.12) 

. It rem~ins to be shown that the limit of Cj3y(k, q) does 
mdeed eXlst for q - O. For this we note that the possi
ble singularities for q - 0 in the integral (6.9) arise 
owing to the region 

1'J,(x, +x,j I > Ix,-x,l, (6.13) 

where in (6.7) one can take the confluence of the cur
rents JA(xl) JA(X2) according to Eq. (2.2). The divergence 
of the integral occurs only on account of operators On 
with An S 4. The only such operator is w, but as was 
shown in Sec. 2, its contribution is removed by a renor
malization of the strong interactions. 

The final result of the above reasoning reduces to 
the fact that the second correction to DJlv is completely 
determined by the diagram (6.6), and one can therefore 
write 

D., = 6.,q-'(1 - al + a'l' + ... ). 

Comparing Eqs. (6.14) and (5.9), we find 

and consequently 

g=3a, 

D ) 6.. 1 
.,(q =-~-. 

q' 1 + al 

(6.14 ) 

(6.15 ) 

(6.16) 

The result (6.16) and the relation of the constant a to 
observable quantities are discussed in the following 
section. 

7. THE PHYSICAL CHARGE AND THE CUTOFF 
RADIUS 

The charge renormalization constant Z3 is related 
to the Green's function by the formula 

(7.1 ) 

For q - 0 we find from (6.16), with logarithmic accu
racy 

(7.2) 

Since for small q the integrals are effectively cut off at 
a distance ~mN. Consequently, taking into account the 
hadron contribution to the vacuum polarization leads to 
the formula 

(7.3) 

where mN ~ 1 GeV. 
If, in addition, one takes into account the leptonic 

contribution one obtains 

2 ,[ 1 + ' A 2eo' (A A )]-' e = eo aeo In-+-- In-+ln-- , 
mN 31t mil me 

(7.4) 

where me and mJl are the electron and muon masses, 
respectively. Equation (7.4) follows from the fact that 
the radiative corrections to the polarization operator 
cancel in the logarithmic approximation. This is shown 
by explicit computations for the leptonic part of the po
larization operator[l] and for the hadronic part it fol
lows from Eq. (6.16). The physical meaning of such a 
cancellation is that the electromagnetic interaction of 
the particles which polarize the vacuum is sufficiently 
strong for the creation of a logarithmic correction only 
at distances which are much smaller than the wavelength 
of the external field. The virtual particles form a neu
tral object of small dimensions and having a small di
pole moment, i.e., they can not practically produce any 
vacuum polarization. The vacuum polarization is pro
duced by such configurations of the virtual particles for 
which the mutual distances are of the order of the wave
length of the external field, and consequently the electro
magnetic interaction is sufficiently small. 

We now consider the connection between the coupling 
constant a and observable quantities. By definition of 
a the asymptotic behavior of the polarization operator 
for q2 - 00 is 

II (q') -+ t/,aq'ln(A' / -q'), q'-+ 00. (7.5) 

Since IT (q2) is analytic in q2 with a cut along the positive 
real axis, the asymptotic behavior of the imaginary part, 
or of the discontinuity across the cut, is 
I II ( ') 1 ,[ A'. . A' ] 
ill q -+~aq In , . In = t/,naq' q' ...... 00. 

'" - q - 16 - q' + i6 ' 
(7.6) 

At the same time it is known that[8] 1m IT is related to 
the total cross section for e + e - annihilation into hadrons: 

(7.7) 

The same equations (7.6) and (7.7) are also valid for the 
muonic part of the polarization operator, with the only 
difference that a is replaced by -t7T and a (e + e - - H) by 
a(e+e- - Jl+Jl-). Consequently, 

2 a(e+e- ...... H) 
a = 3n a(e+e- -+ ft+ft-) . (7.8) 

It is clear from here that the effective "number of 
types of charged hadrons" is given by the ratio (7.8), 
which will be determined experimentally in the near 
future. 

After this Eq. (7.4), which can be rewritten in the 
form 

_1_ _ ,_ 3n [ 3na A A • A 3n _I 
137 -e -Z -2-ln-+ln-+ln-+-_] 

mN mi-l me 2eo:!' 

. 3n [ 3 A A A-I 
~Z Tnaln-+ln-+ln-] , 

mN m~ me 

(7.9) 
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will yield an upper bound estimate on the cutoff radius 
A, Le., will give the order of magnitude of the energies 
at which one may expect qualitatively new phenomena in 
quantum electrodynamics and strong interactions. Con
versely, if from some considerations one can determine 
the magnitude of A, Eq. (7.9) will allow to obtain an es
timate of the bare charge of the electron. 

In conclusion we note that the methods developed in 
the present paper allow one to compute electromagnetic 
corrections in the logarithmic approximation to arbi
trary physical quantities, and in particular, to the 
hadronic masses. 

The author is indebted to A. I. Larkin, A. A. Migdal, 
and A. B. Migdal for useful remarks. 
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